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Revolutionary Roller Locks™ Introduces The REV-5.ISD 
 

FRISCO, Tx. – Revolutionary Roller Locks, a newly established veteran owned small business, 
is proud to announce the release of the world’s first true integrally suppressed roller lock, the 
REV-5.ISD 9mm roller delayed blowback operated pistol.  
 
The REV-5.ISD features a 4140 CM barrel constructed with a monocore suppressor design 
surrounded by a removable titanium sleeve. Each firearm is hand built around the patent-pending 
Modular Optics and accessories Rail Evolution (M.O.R.E.™) chassis system. This lightweight 
modularity game changer incorporates a removable rear optics base and lower handgaurd system 
as part of the firearm from the onset of construction. The company is also announcing the release 
of an endcap for the ACR™ rifle stock. This combination expands the user interface possibilities 
while eliminating accessory mounting challenges.  
 
The product line includes the REV-5.ISD (9mm), 6 chassis, 3 removable rear optics bases and 3 
removable lower handguards. MSRP is $4,499 and is available for pre-order on January 15th.  
 
To learn more about the REV-5.ISD, visit revolutionaryrollerlocks.com 
Follow @RevolutionaryRollerLocks on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
 
About Revolutionary Roller Locks: 
Revolutionary Roller Locks is a veteran owned and operated privately held firearms manufacturer 
located in Frisco, Texas. The company was born from a desire to modernize the rugged roller 
lock firearm series and evolve them for today’s sportsmen and service professionals. With over 
40 years combined military and engineering experience, our founders are well versed in 
advancing reliability while invoking the heart of innovation and evolution. We’ve taken a 
radically different approach to enhancing the timeless reliability of these firearms. Our products 
are designed for civilian, law enforcement and military professionals who demand the best from 
their gear. To learn more, visit revolutionaryrollerlocks.com. 
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